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Instructions

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

cloth and use 
as needed.   



Anti Viral 
Cleaner
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Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

surface and use 
as needed.   

Instructions



Auto Dishwash
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Instructions

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL machine
with load

ADD the sachet Select programme GO, ready to use

70°

60°

50°



Beerline 
Cleaner
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Catering
1 sachet per

10 litre container

50 sachets

NON TAINTING 



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

FILL add 10 
litres of water to 

the container

ADD place the sachet in 
the container

Agitate / swirl the 
water until the 

sachet is completely 
dissolved. 

GO, insert pipe feed
tube into liquid

Instructions



Bio 
Washroom 

Cleaner
FAST ACTING ENZYMES
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FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

cloth and use 
as needed.   

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

Instructions
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Cleaner
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Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the required 
amount of sachets 

as per dilution
instructions

SWIRL/Agitate 
the water until the 

sachet is completely 
dissolved

GO, ready to use   

!

Instructions



Daily Toilet
Cleaner

DAILY DESCALING
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Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

FILL half way
with warm water

ADD sachet 
to the bottle

SHAKE until the
sachet has dissolved 

and leave for 
15 minutes

GO, fill the bottle
with water,

shake and go  

Instructions



Degreaser
Cleaner
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FOOD SAFE



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

cloth and use 
as needed.   

Instructions



Degreaser
Floor Cleaner
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GREASE CUTTING



FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet
in the bucket

SWIRL / Agitate the
water until the

sachet is completely
dissolved

GO, ready to use  

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

Instructions



Disinfectant
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Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

surface and use 
as needed.   

Instructions



Disinfectant
Floor Cleaner
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Germ Kill

EN13697



FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet
in the bucket

SWIRL / Agitate the
water until the

sachet is completely
dissolved

GO, ready to use  

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

Instructions



Glass 
Cleaner
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STAINLESS STEEL AND UPVC CLEANER



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

cloth and use 
as needed.   

Instructions



Hard Surface
Floor Cleaner
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FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet
in the bucket

SWIRL / Agitate the
water until the

sachet is completely
dissolved

GO, ready to use  

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

Instructions



Heavy Duty
Scrubber Drier
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50 sachets

LOW FOAM



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL water to 
the tank fill line

ADD the required 
amount of sachets 

as per dilution
instructions

SWIRL/Agitate 
the water until the 

sachet is completely 
dissolved

GO, ready to use.   

Instructions



Laundry Bio
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3 IN 1



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

ADD sachet 
to drum

FILL washer
with load

Select programme GO, ready to use

Instructions



Laundry 
Non-Bio
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Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

ADD sachet 
to drum

FILL washer
with load

Select programme GO, ready to use

Instructions



Limescale 
Remover
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FILL half way
with warm water

ADD sachet 
to the bottle

SHAKE until the
sachet has dissolved 

and leave for 
15 minutes

GO, fill the bottle
with water,

shake and go  

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

Instructions



Liquid
Dishwash
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One sachet per
5L bottle

One sachet per
5L bottle

STAIN REMOVER



FILL to 
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the
cap back on

and shake the
bottle until the

sachet is dissolved

GO, ready to use.  

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

Instructions



Neutral Floor 
Cleaner
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FOR SENSITIVE SURFACES



FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet
in the bucket

SWIRL / Agitate the
water until the

sachet is completely
dissolved

GO, ready to use  

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

Instructions



Neutral Scrubber 
Drier Cleaner
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LOW FOAM

50 sachets



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL water to 
the tank fill line

ADD the required 
amount of sachets 

as per dilution
instructions or for 
some machines 
premix solution

SWIRL/Agitate 
the water until the 

sachet is completely 
dissolved

GO, ready to use.   

Instructions



Surface
Sanitiser
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FOOD SAFE  EN1276



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

surface and use 
as needed.   

Instructions



Surface 
Sanitiser

Fragranced
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EN1276



Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

surface and use 
as needed.   

Instructions



Washroom 
Cleaner

SOAP SCUM REMOVER
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FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

cloth and use 
as needed.   

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

!

Instructions



Washroom 
Disinfectant 

EN13697

Germ Kill
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FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet SHAKE, screw the 
spray head back  

on and shake 
the bottle

GO, once the  
sachet has  

dissolved, spray  
onto the 

surface and use 
as needed.   

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

Instructions



Washroom 
Floor Cleaner
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Germ Kill

EN13697



FILL to  
the waterline

ADD the sachet
in the bucket

SWIRL / Agitate the
water until the

sachet is completely
dissolved

GO, ready to use  

Safety Information

Store the sachets in a cool, dry environment and 
ensure the pack is closed.

Once diluted the product carries no hazard.

The concentrate powder in the sachet is wrapped 
in water soluble film to prevent contact.

Only handle sachets with dry hands.

If a sachet is damaged, only handle with the 
correct PPE to avoid contact with skin.

Read and follow the safety data sheet. 

For further information please call us on 01924 565120
or email sales@solupak.com

Manufactured by Solupak Ltd, California drive, 
Castleford, WF10 5QH

POWDER ONLY

But the sachet 
outer film keeps 

you safe

Instructions


